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1. Answer qng seaen of the following :

lx7=7

invented PCR technique in 1985 ?
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host cell. (Fill in the blanlcs)

(g) 
- 

utilizes overlapping fragments of a
particular chromosome to isolate gene of
interest which may be present upstream
and downstream from the original DNA
fragment. (Fillinthe blanlcs)

(h) What do you understand bY 'gene
constmct'?

0 The use of very low temPeratures to
preserve structurally intact living cells
and tissues is known as 

-.

(Fill in the blanlcs,)

0) Mention at least one feature of a type II
restriction enzyme useful in
recombinant DNA technolory.

2. Answer very briefly ang lourof the following :

2x4=8
(a) What are retrovinrses ?

(b) Deline organogenesis.
(c) "The plasmids are named on the basis

of certain criteria." Explain by citing an
example.

(d.) What are the tu,ro aspects that are
considered while using a cosmid for gene
cloning in E.coli?
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(e) Why is selectable marker very essential ?

(f) What is the role of media in plant tissue
culture ?

(g) What are shuttle vectors ?

(h) What is the purpose of microinjection ?

3. Answer ang three of the following: 5x3=15

(a) Advantages of germplasm storage

(b) Role of transgenics in bio-remediation

(c) Application of restriction endonucleases

(d.) Distinction between yeast artificial
chromosomes (YACs) and bacterial
artificial chromosomes (BACs) vectors.

(e) Ti plasmid

(f) Totipotency

(g) cDNA library

h) Gene therapy

4. Answer ang three of the following :

1Ox3=30

(a) What are haploid plants ? Give an
account of different methodologies that
could be employed for production of
haploid plants. State their applications.

2+$+2=19
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(f) The term testriction endonuclease'was
coined by- and 

- 
(1964l.to describe

the nuclease enzymes that destroY
('restrict') any foreign DNA entering the
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2+8=lO
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Ertrrtg Lr il.rturtrr Lry trrtrgLr uP(,r il.Lrurt ialrLt
microproiectile bombardment. 5+5=10

ly modified crops ?
advantages and

2+4+4=19

requirements of PCR ? Add a note o
the applications of PCR. 2+5+3=1

(g) "Vectors are the DNA molecules that ar

are the
a note on
2+$+3=19

(fl What is PCR

1o noi$:

the

into a host ce11."
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culture media.
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